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I 

Navya-nyaya utilizes inferences to test whether a given definition of 
vyiipt?) is satisfactoty or not. If the definition applies in the case of a valid 
inference,2 ) it is satisfactory. If the definition does apply in the case of an 
invalid inference, it suffers from the defect of over-application (ativyiipti). If 
the definition does not apply in some case of a valid inference, it has the 
defect of narrow-application (avyiipti). If the definition does not apply in any 
case of a valid inference at all, it is subjected to the defect of non-application 
(asarrtbhava) .3) Before the test of the definition of vyiipti, one must confirm 
whether an inference used for the test is valid or not. We do not, however, 
actually know why some inferences may be claimed to be valid. This paper 
aims to explain the validity or invalidity of all the inferences cited in or 
reconstructed from the Siddhiintalak~a!Ja section of the TattvacintiimaJJi
dzdhiti ( TCD) of Raghunatha Siromm;i Those inferences are twenty-seven, 
and five among them are what I reconstructed from their contexts. Finally I 
would like to point out features of those inferences from the perspective of 
analytic philosophy. 

II 

The inferences cited in or reconstructed in the section have been arranged 
below in the alphabetical. order of Sanskrit. To indicate the reconstructed 
inferences, I have marked them with the sign *. In arranging the inferences, 
if their subjects (pa~a), which generally come first in inferences, are referred 
to by the pronoun 'ayam' or 'idam', I have neglected those pronouns. In this 
case, I have regarded their probanda (siidhya) coming after their subjects as 
the first member. The list of the inferences also includes the examples 
expressive of vyiipti. (In this paper those examples are referred to simply as 
examples of vyiipti.) After the inferences and those examples, I have written 
in brackets whether they are valid or invalid. 

(1) kapisarrtyogiibhiivaviin iitmatviit. ( TCD, p. 343, 11: valid) 
TRANS.: [This] possesses the absence of the contact with a monkey, because 
[it possesses] soulness. 
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The probandum is the absence of an entity which partially occurs on its 
locus (avyiipyavrttin), because contact exists only on a part of its locus. In 
Navya-nyaya, the absence of such an entity is unnegatable (kevaliinvayin) ,4> 

and it pervades in the whole universe. The probans is also an unnegatable 
entity, because its locus, a soul, is omnipresent in Navya-nyaya.5l Wherever 
the probans exists, the probandum also exists. Hence, the inference is valid. 

(2) ayarrt kapisarrtyogi etadvrk~atviit. ( TCD, p. 317, 23: valid) 
TRANS.: This [tree] possesses the contact with a monkey, because [it 
possesses] this-tree-ness. 

The probandum of this inference is the contact (sarrtyoga) with a monkey, 
and the probans is this-tree-ness. This-tree-ness exists only in the tree called 
this tree. The contact with a monkey does not always exist. As a result, the 
inference appears invalid to us. But the inference is dealt with as a valid one 
by Raghunatha, because he implies that the satisfactory definition of vyiipti 
must apply in the case of the present inference. In order to interpret the 
inference as valid, it is necessary to contend that the probans must exist only 
in the locus of the proban_dum. The locus of the probans is only a tree called 
this tree, and the probandum must exist on this tree. In other words, it should 
be presupposed that a monkey stays on a tree called 'this tree'. Thus the 
inferer keeps his eye on a tree where a monkey stays, and he calls such a tree 
'this tree'. Without this presupposition, we cannot explain why Raghunatha 
regards the inference as valid. 

(3) ayarrt gu1Jakarmiinyatvavisi~tasattiiviin jate/:t. ( TCD, p. 331, 21: invalid) 
TRANS.: This possesses the highest generic property qualified by the 
difference from a quality and [the difference from] action, because [it 
possesses] a generic property. 

The probandum is the highest generic property qualified by the difference 
from a quality and the difference from action. This amounts to a combination 
of the highest generic property and those two differences.6l The highest 
generic property exists in a substance (dravya), a quality (gu7Ja), and action 
(karman) _7) The difference from a quality abides in a substance, action, a 
generic property (siimiinya, jati), a particular ( vise~a), inherence (samaviiya), 
and absence (abhiiva) .8) The difference from action abides in a substance, a 
quality, a generic property, a particular, inherence, and absence. The highest 
generic property and those two differences together exist in a substance only. 
The probans is a generic property, and it can exist in a substance, a quality, or 
action.9) In a quality which is the locus of the probans, the highest generic 
property qualified by the two differences does not exist. It is not true that 
wherever the probans (a generic property) exists, the probandum (the highest 
generic property qualified by the two differences) also exists. The said 
inference, therefore, is invalid. 

(4) caitriinyatvavisi~taitadda1J4aviin etadda1J4iit. * ( TCD, p. 357, 24-27: 10) 
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invalid) 
TRANS.: [Caitra] possesses that stick [possessed by the person] qualified by 
the difference from Caitra, because [Caitra grasps] that stick. 

Imagine that Caitra and another person, for example, Maitra, keep a tight 
grasp on one stick and pull it against each other. Caitra insists that the stick is 
his possession, and Maitra also insists that the stick is his possession. Suppose 
no one knows who is the real possessor of that stick. 

The probandum is the stick possessed by the person qualified by the 
difference from Caitra. 'The person qualified by the difference from Caitra' 
means the person different from Caitra, namely, the person who holds the 
stick and who is not Caitra. Such a person is Maitra alone. The inference 
intends to prove, by the fact that Caitra grasps the stick grasped by Maitra 
also, that the stick is Caitra's possession. 

The probans is that stick, and Caitra grasps it. However, he regards the 
stick as his own stick, and hence he does not possess the stick possessed by 
Maitra. Since the probandum is the stick posssessed by Maitra, Caitra (the 
possessor of the probans) does not possess the probandum. The inference, 
therefore, is invalid. 

(5) jatiman bhavatviit. ( TCD, p. 341, 4: invalid) 
TRANS.: [This] possesses a generic property, because [it possesses] the state 
of being a positive entity. 

The probandum is a generic property, and it resides:t:in a substance, a 
quality, and action.Ul The probans is the state of being a positive entity, and 
it resides in a substance, a quality, action, a generic property, a particular, and 
inherence.12) The probans exists in a particular, which lacks the probandum. It 
is not true that whatever possesses the probans possesses the probandum. 
Hence, the inference is invalid. 

(6) jiianaviin dravyatviit. ( TCD, p. 341, 3: invalid) 
TRANS.: [This] possesses knowledge [through inherence], because [it 
possesses] substanceness [through inherence]. 

The probandum is knowledge, and it resides only in a soul through 
inherence.13) The probans is substanceness. Substanceness exists, for example, 
in a pot (ghata) through inherence. But knowledge does not exists there 
through inherence. It is not true that wherever knowledge exists through 
inherence, substance also exists through inherence. 

(7) idarrz dravyarrz gu?Jakarmiinyatve sati sattviit. ( TCD, p. 314, 5: valid) 
TRANS.: This is a substance, because [it possesses] the highest generic 
property qualified by the difference from a quality and [the difference from] 
action. 

When later Raghunatha refers to the probandum (sadhya) of this inference, 
he states visi~tasattii14 ) (qualified highest generic property). This suggests to 
me that I might translate the locative absolute in the expression of the 
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probandum as 'qualified'. The probans of the inference is the highest generic 
property qualified by the difference from a quality and the difference from 
action. This probans is nothing but a combination of the highest generic 
property and two differences, similar to the probans of inference (3). Those 
three entities together exist in a subsance alone. (See the explanation under 
inference 3.) The probandum of the inference is substanceness (dravyatva), 
and it resides in a substance only. It is true that wherever the highest generic 
property qualified by the two differences exists, substanceness also exists. The 
present inference, therefore, is valid. 

(8) dravyarrt jatel;. ( TCD, p. 367, 34: invalid) 
TRANS.: [This] is a substance, because [it possesses] a generic property. 

The probandum is substanceness, and the probans is a generic property. 
The probans exists in a substance, a quality, or action. 15) For instance, the 
probans exists in a quality, where the probandum does not exist. It is not true 
that wherever the probans exists, the probandum also exists. The inference 
therefore is invalid. 

(9) dravyatviibhiivaviin sattviit. ( TCD, p. 343, 7: invalid) 
TRANS.: [This] possesses the absence of substanceness, because [it possesses] 
the highest generic property. 

The probandum is the absence of substanceness, and it exists in entities 
other than substances. The probans is the highest generic property, and it 
exists in a substance, a quality, and action. 16) A substance possesses the 
probans but does not possess the probandum. The inference, therefore, is 
invalid. 

(10) dhumaviin vahnel;. * ( TCD, p. 357, 24-27:17) invalid) 
TRANS.: [This] possesses smoke, because [it possesses] fire .. 

The probandum is smoke, and the probans is fire. For instance, a red-hot 
iron ball does possess fire but not smoke. It is false that whatever possesses 
fire (the probans) possesses smoke (the probandum). Hence, the inference is 
valid. 

(11) bhutatvamurtatvobhayaviin murtatviit. ( TCD, p. 331, 22: invalid) 
TRANS.: [This] possesses both elementness and corporeality, because [it 
possesses] corporeality. 

The probandum is both elementness and corporeality. Elementness abides in 
earth (prthivz), water (ap), fire (tejas), wind ( viiyu), and space (akiisa) ,18) 

and corporeality abides in earth, water,. fire, wind, and mind (manas) .19) 

Elementness and corporeality together exist only in earth, water, fire, and 
wind. The probans (corporeality) exists in mind, where the probandum (both 
elementness and corporeality) does not exist. It is false that wherever the 
probans exists, the probandum also exists, so that the inference is invalid. 

(12) yatra siisnadil; sa gaul;. ( TCD, pp. 347,35-348,1: valid) 
TRANS.: That in which dewlap and so forth exists is a cow. 
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Indian logicians regard dewlap as the defining characteristic (lak~a?Ja) of a 
cow. Hence, what possesses dewlap is a cow only. 

(13) yadii adr~tam tadii janyar[l jiiiinam. ( TCD, p. 335, 34: invalid) 
TRANS.: When unseen merit or demerit exists, produced knowledge exists. 

Even in the time of the intermediate dissolution of all substance-products in 
the universe (kha?J¢apralaya) ,21) unseen merit or demerit (adr~ta) continues 
to remain in souls.22) But since all substance-products are destroyed in this 
time, souls do not possess produced knowledge. Hence, it is false that when 
unseen merit or demerit exists, produced knowledge also exists. 

The terms 'yadii' and 'tadii' can specify the relations between unseen merit 
or demerit and its locus and between produced knowledge and the locus. It is 
temporal relation (kiilikasambandha). We can interpret the above Sanskrit 
expression as the inference 'this possesses produced knowledge through 
temporal relation, because it possesses unseen merit or demerit through that 
relation'. 

(14) yadii adr~tar[l tadii dul;kham. ( TCD, p. 335, 34: invalid) 
TRANS.: When unseen merit or demerit exists, suffering exists. 

Even in the time of the intermediate dissolution of all substance-products in 
the universe, unseen merit or demerit exists in souls as in the case of (13). 
Souls, however, possess no suffering in the intermediate dissolution, for 
suffering is a product. Hence, it is false that when unseen merit or demerit 
exists, suffering also exists. Like expression (13), the present expression can 
be rewritten as 'this possesses suffering through temporal relation, because it 
possesses unseen merit or demerit through that relation'. 

(15) yadii gotva'l'(l tadii gaul;. ( TCD, p. 335, 32: invalid) 
TRANS.: When there exists cowness, there exists a cow. 

Cowness is a generic property, and hence it is eternal_23) It exists even in 
the time of the intermediate dissolution of all substance-products in the 
universe (kha?J¢apralaya). In this time any substance dissolves into separate 
atoms. In this time, a cow does not exist at all since it is a substance. But 
cowness persists. It is false that when cowness exists, a cow also exists. Like 
expression (13), the present expression can be rewritten as 'this possesses a 
cow through temporal relation, because it possesses cowness through that 
relation'. 

(16) yadii tasya adr~tar[l tadii tadiyar[l jiiiinam. ( TCD, p. 335, 34-35: 
invalid) 
TRANS.: When the unseen merit or demerit of a particular person exists, his 
knowledge exists. 

When a man is in deep sleep (su~upti), he has no knowledge. But even in 
that time he preserves his unseen merit or demerit.24) Hence, it is false that 
when his unseen merit or demerit exists, his knowledge also exists. Like 
expressiOn (13), the present expression can be transformed into the inference 
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'this possesses the knowledge belonging to a particular person through 
temporal relation, because it possesses his unseen merit or demerit through 
that relation'. 

(17) yadii spandas tadii dvym:zukam. ( TCD, p. 335, 34: invalid) 
TRANS.: When there exists the vibration of an atom, a dyad exists. 

In the time of the intermediate dissolution of all substance-products in the 
universe (see case 13), all dyads dissolute into separate atoms. Then atoms 
keep themselves vibrating (spandamiina) .25) It is false that when the vibration 
exists, a dyad also exists. Like expression (13), the present expression can be 
interpreted as the inference 'this possesses a dyad through temporal relation, 
because it possesses the vibration of an atom through that relation'. 

(18) yo yadzyayiivadvise~iibhiivaviin sa tatsiimiinyiibhiivaviin. ( TCD, p. 319, 
14: invalid) 
TRANS.: Whatever possesses all specific absence of all the members of the 
class M possesses the generic absence of all the members of the class M 

Specific absence is the absence of each and every member of a class, and 
generic absence is the absence of all the members of a class. Suppose there 
are only ten pots in the world. When there is no pot on a particular area of 
the ground, one may perceive the absence of pot 1, the absence of pot 2, ... 
and the absence of pot 10. Here each absence is that of a particular pot. Such 
absence, whose counterpositive or negatum (pratiyogin) is an individual, is 
specific absence. The same fact that there is no pot on that area may lead one 
to the apprehension of the absence of any pot or the absence of all ten pots. 
Here the counterpositive is not an individual but all ten pots. Such absence is 
generic absence. From a logical point of view, all absence of each and every 
pot is equivalent to the absence of all ten pots. It seems that we can equate 
the former absence to the latter absence. From this example, we will be 
allowed to deduce that all specific absence of all the member of a class is 
logically equal with the generic absence of all the members of the class, so 
that the present example of vyiipti seems valid. 

Gatigesa denies the equivalence of the above two types of absence. 26) Since 
Raghunatha implies that the traditional neo-logicians (Navya-naiyayika) do 
regard the vyiipti as invalid27) and he does not deny their view, he follows 
Gatigesa on this issue. Raghunatha makes those logicians introduce three 
reasons why the present example of vyiipti is invalid. One of therri is that we 
can show the condition (upiidhi) with reference to the inference. The 
condition in Navya-nyaya proves a probans does not possess the relation of 
vyiipti to its probandum.28) According to Raghunatha, the condition in the 
present case is the state of possessing all specific absence of all members of 
the class M on the whole locus of the absence (ekiivacchedena tadzyayiivad
vise~iibhiivavattva) .29) 

Let us examine whether this condition satisfies the definition of the 
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condition. The condition is defined as that which is the pervader ( vyiipaka) 30) 

of a probandum and which is not the pervader of a probans.31 l We can get an 
inference for our examination if we rewrite the example of vypiiti as follows: 
[this] possesses the generic absence of all the members of the class M, because 
[it possesses] all specific absence of all the members of the class M Let us 
substitute the class M with the class of contact to make our examination 
clearer and simpler. The probandum of the inference is the generic absence of 
contact. The condition is the state of possessing all specific absence of contact 
on the whole locus of the absence, namely, all specific absence of contact on 
the whole locus of the absence.32l It is true that wherever there is the generic 
absence of contact (the probandum), there is also all specific absence of 
contact on the whole locus of the absence (the condition). For instance, in a 
quality there exists the generic absence of contact, and there also exists all 
specific absence of contact on the whole body of a quality. The reason for this 
is as follows: a quality does possess no quality, and contact is a quality. 

The probans of the inference is all specific absence of contact. This absence, 
according to the opponent of those neo-logicians, exists on a tree.33l Each 
absence of contact occupies only a part of the tree. This implies that the 
absence of contact occurring on the whole body of the tree does not exist on 
that tree at all. It is not true that wherever there is all specific absence of 
contact (the probans), there is also all specific absence of contact on the 
whole locus (the tree) of the absence (the condition). Hence, the given 
condition is not the pervader of the probans. Thus the definition of the 
condition applies to the present condition. Because the condition has been 
pointed out, the inference is proved invalid. This is to say, the present 
example of vyiipti is also invalid. 

(19) vahnidhiimobhayaviin vahnel}. ( TCD, pp. 367,34-368,1: invalid) 
TRANS.: [This] possesses both fire and smoke, because [it possesses] fire. 

The probans is fire, and it exists on a red-hot iron ball (taptiiyogolaka). Fire 
and smoke (the probandum) do not exist together there, because the ball 
lacks smoke. It is false that wherever fire exists, _both fire and smoke also 
exist. The inference therefore is invalid. 

(20) vahnimiin dhiimavatafJ. ( TCD, p. 345, 15-19:34) valid) 
TRANS.: [This is] the possessor of fire [due to the relation of identity), 
because [it is] the possessor of smoke [due to the relation of identity). 

This inference does not have a general form of inference in Indian logic 
such as 'x possesses y, because [x possesses] z' or 'there is x in y, because 
there is z [in y]. The probandum is not fire but the possessor of fire, and the 
probans is not smoke but the possessor of smoke. In this inference, the 
relations between the probans and the subject (pa~a) and between the 
probandum and the subject are identity. Since Indian logicians accept that any 
possessor of smoke is the possessor of fire, the inference is valid. 
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(21) vise~agu1}aviin mano'nyadravyatviit. ( TCD, p. 341, 3-4: invalid) 
TRANS.: [This] possesses a special quality, because [it possesses] the state of 
being a substance other than mind. 

The probandum is a special quality. Special qualities are color (rupa), taste 
(rasa), smell (gandha), touch (sparsa), natural fluidity (siirrtsiddhika
dravatva), viscidity (sneha), sound (sabda), knowledge ( buddhi), pleasure 
(sukha), suffering (du/:lkha), desire (icchii), aversion (dve~a), effort 
(prayatna), merit (dharma), demerit (adharma), and impression (bhiivanii, a 
kind of acquired impulse [sarrtskiira]) .35) They reside in earth, water, fire, 
wind, space, and a soul only through inherence. The probans is the state of 
being a substance other than mind, and it resides for instance in time 
(kala) .36) Since time possesses no special quality (the probandum), it is false 
that whatever possesses the probans possesses the probandum. The inference, 
therefore, is invalid. 

(22) vr~as sirrtsapiiyii/:l * ( TCD, p. 346, 30:37) valid) 
TRANS.: [This is] a tree, because [it is] a sirp.sapa tree. 

This inference does not have a general form of inference in Indian logic like 
inference (20). Raghunath-a regards an entity called 'this' as the subject, a tree 
as the probandum, and a sirp.sapa tree as the probans. The relations among 
them are all identity as in the case of inference (20). Since whatever is a 
sirp.sapa tree is a tree, the inference is valid.38) 

(23) ayarrt sarrtyogasiimiinyiibhiivaviin sarrtyogayiivadvise~iibhiivavattviit. 
( TCD, p. 319, 16-17: invalid) 
TRANS.: This possesses the generic absence of contact, because [it possesses] 
the state of having all specific absence of contact. 

Like the example of vyiipti (18), the absence of all the members of a class 
is logically equivalent to all the absence of each and every member of the 
same class. It seems that we can affirm the former absence on the ground of 
the latter absence, so that the inference seems valid. 

Gailgesa denies the equivalence of the above two types of absence.39
) Since 

Raghunatha implies that the traditional neo-logicians (Navya-naiyayika) do 
regard the inference as invalid40) and he does not refute their view, he follows 
Gailgesa on this issue. Similarly to the case of vyiipti (18), those logicians 
show the condition (upiidhi) to invalidate the inference. The condition in 
Navya-nyaya proves a probans does not possess the relation of vyiipti to its 
probandum. According to Raghunatha, the given condition in the present case 
is the state of possessing no quality (nirgu?Jatva) .41 ) 

Let us examine whether this condition satisfies the definition of the 
condition. The condition is defined as that which is the pervader ( vyiipaka) of 
a probandum and which is not the pervader of a probans.42) The probandum 
of the inference in question is the generic absence of contact. Wherever there 
is the generic absence of contact (the probandum) exists, the state of 
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possessing no quality (the condition) also exists. For instance, there is the 
generic absence of contact in a quality, where there is also the state of 
possessing no quality. The reason for this is as follows: contact is a quality, 
and a quality does possess no quality. Hence, the condition is the pervader of 
the probandum. 

The probans of the inference is the state of possessing all specific absence 
of contact. It is not true that wherever there is the state of possessing all 
specific absence of contact (the probans), there is also the state of possessing 
no quality (the condition). For instance, there is the state of possessing all 
specific absence of contact on a tree, where there is not the state of possessing 
no quality. The person who holds the inference true accepts that all specific 
absence of contact exists on a substance like a tree,43) and a substance 
possesses at least one quality. Thus the condition is not the pervader of the 
probans. Hence, the definition of a condition applies to the state of possessing 
no quality. Because the condition has been pointed out, the inference is proved 
invalid. 

(24) SaJ?Zyogasiimiinyiibhiivaviin sattviit. ( TCD, p. 343, 6-7: invalid) 
TRANS.: [This] possesses the generic absence of contact, because [it 
possesses] the highest generic property. 

The probandum is the generic absence of contact, namely, the absence of all 
contact. This resides in a quality, action, a generic property, a particular, 
inherence, and absence. The probans resides in a substance, a quality, and 
action.44) The probans exists in a substance, while the probandum does not 
exist there. It is not true that wherever the probans exists, the probandum 
also exists. Hence, the inference is invalid. 

(25) saJ!lyogz gu?Jakarmiinyatviit. * ( TCD, p. 355, 1:45) invalid) 
TRANS.: [This] possesses contact, because [it possesses] the difference from a 
quality and [the difference from] action. 

The probandum is contact, and it inheres in substances. The probans is 
those two differences. The difference from a quality abides in a substance, 
action, a generic property (siimiinya, jiiti) , a particular ( vise~a) , inherence 
(samaviiya), and absence (abhiiva) .46) The difference from action abides in a 
substance, a quality, a generic property, a particular, inherence, and absence. 
Those two differences together exist in a substance, a generic property, a 
particular, inherence, and absence only. The differences exist together in a 
particular, where contact (the probandum) does not exist. It is false that the 
probans exists, the probandum also exists. Hence, the inference is invalid. 

(26) idaJ?Z saJ!lyogi dravyatviit. ( TCD, p. 317, 24: valid) 
TRANS.: This possesses contact, because [it possesses] substanceness. 

The probandum is contact, and the probans is substanceness. Substanceness 
resides in a substance alone, and so does contact. Contact is a quality, which 
inheres in a substance only. Wherever substanceness exists, contact also 
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exists. Consequently, the inference is valid. 
(27) samaviiyena )iitimiin meyatviit. * ( TCD, p. 354, 31:47) invalid) 

TRANS.: [This] possesses a generic property through inherence, because [it 
possesses] the state of being an object of true cognition. 

The probandum is a generic property, and the probans is the state of being 
an object of true cognition. This probans exists, for instance, in a particular, 
where the probandum does not exist through inherence.48) The probandum, a 
generic property, can reside only in a substance, a quality, or action through 
inherence. It is not true that wherever the probans resides, the probandum 
also resides through inherence. Hence, the inference is invalid. 

III 

Among the twenty-seven instances listed above, analytic, valid inferences 
are five. Synthetic, valid ones are two. Analytic, invalid inferences are 
seventeen, and synthetic, invalid ones are three. We can show this 
classification with the foll<?wing table. 

valid invalid 

analytic (1) (7) (12) (22) (26) (3) (5) (6) (8) (9) (11) (13) 
(14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (21) 
(23) (24) (25) (27) 

synthetic (2) (20) (4) (10) (19) 

I have used 'analytic' in the following sense: an analytic statement is a 
statement whose negation is self-contradictory.49) Take inference (26) 'idaJ?Z 
sar(lyogi dravyatviit! (this [substance] possesses contact, because [it possesses] 
substanceness). The negation of this inference is 'this substance possesses no 
contact, because it possesses substanceness'. In Nyaya-Viase:?ika 
methaphysics, a substance necessarily possesses contact. For instance, since 
space (iikiisa) is an omnipresent substance, any substance possesses the 
contact with space. If 'substance' in the negation is substituted by 'possessor 
of contact', we will get 'this possessor of contact possesses no contact, because 
it possesses substanceness'. This is obviously self-contradictory, so that 
inference (26) is analytic. 

Raghunatha uses more analytic statements (inferences) than synthetic 
statements. This is because with analytic statements, there is no dispute 
between Raghunatha and his opponents in proving them to be valid or invalid. 
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He engages in a great deal of discussion, however, in the section treating of 
vyiipti (18) and inference (22). Raghunatha seems to want to discuss 
problems of generic absence and specific absence and not to test whether the 
definition of vyiipti applies in the cases of those two inferences. 

Raghunatha makes use of five synthetic inferences. Among those five, we 
cannot say from a logical point of view that inference (2) is valid. To 
interpret it as valid, we had to postulate the particular situation which is not 
apparently known. We have no difficulty to judge whether the other four 
instances are valid or not. 

The inferences used in the Sanskrit text are mostly analytic statements in 
Nyaya-V aise:;;ika system. The synthetic inferences are easily ascertained to be 
valid or invalid, except inference (2). Thus in facilitating the test of the 
definition of vyiipti, Raghunatha avoids any discussion that explains the very 
ground for the validity or invalidity of most inferences employed in the text. 

NOTES 

1) The concept of vyiipti corresponds to that of logical subsumption in Western logic in the sense 
that both the concepts are the logical basis for inference in each system of logic. To be precise, 
those concepts connect one thing with something to be proved. Modern philosophers, however, 
cannot equate them. This is because in Indian logic, for instance, smoke and fire exists in the 
relation of vyiipti, and because in Western logic it is not true that concept of 'smoke', for 
instance, is subsumed by the concept of fire. In the latter type of logic, the extension of the word 
'smoke' is not subsumed by the extension of the word 'fire'. If the former were subsumed by the 
latter, all smoke would be fire. But the concept of 'locus of smoke' is subsumed by the concept of 
'locus of fire', or the extension of 'locus of smoke' is subsumed by the extension of 'locus of fire'. 
The concept of subsumption, therefore, applies to the relation of the 'locus of smoke' to the 
'locus of fire' in the present example and not to the relation of smoke to fire. 

2) The term 'definition' here is used to mean laf!.sm:za, and la~a?}a is generally a defining character 
of something to be defined (definiendum, la~ya). That la~a?}a applies to its definiendum means 
that lak~a?}a exists in or on the definiendum. For the concept of la~a?}a,see [WADA 1990: Ch. 3, 
Sec. E). The definiendum of the definition of vyiipti is a pervaded entity ( vyiipya), so that vyiipti 
is the defining character of a pervaded entity [MIYASAKA 1987: 48-49]. A pervaded entity is .r 
when Navya-nyiiya says that wherever .r exists, y also exists. The entity y is a pervader 
( vyiipaka). (In another way, when Navya-nyiiya says that whatever possesses .r possesses y, .r is 
the pervaded entity of y.) In inference, a pervaded entity is a valid probans (saddhetu). As a 
result, the definition of vyiipti can be considered a property residing in a valid probans only. A 
valid probans is the probans of a valid inference. 

3 ) From a logical point of view, the defects of narrow-application and non-application are not 
complementary to each other. 

4) The Nyiiyabodhini (p. 42, 11-12) suggests that the absence of contact is unnegatable: atyan
tiibhiivapratiyogitval!l kevaliinvayitvam. na caivam iikiisiibhiive sal!lyogiibhiive ciivyiiptir iti 
viicyam. 

5) ... tathii ciitmetivacaniit paramamahatparimiinam. [Prasastapiidabhii~ya: 70, 15-16] jiviitmii prati
sariral!l bhinno vibhur nityas ca. [ Tarka.sal!lgraha: 12, 11-12] 

6) 'A-visiHa-B can signify that A is connected to B by some relation. In some case, it simply means 
B plus A. (Here B is considered as prominent and A as subordinate.) See [W ADA 1988: 502-503]. 

7 ) nityam ekam anekiinugatal!l siimiinyam. dravyagu?}akarmavrtti. tad dvividhal!l pariiparabhediit. 
paral!l sattii. aparal!l dravyatviidif:i.. [ Takrkasa7!Zgraha: 60, 20-21] 
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8) The categories in Nyiiya-Vaise~ika are only seven. (dravyagu7Jakarmasiimiinyavise~a
samavayiibhava~ sapta padartha~. [ Tarkasaf(lgraha: 2, 20]) 

9 ) For the Sanskrit source, see note 7. 
10) dhiimasaf(lyoge vahnyadhikara7Jayogolakiinuyogikatvasya, caitriinyatvavisi~·taitadda7J¢asaf(lyoge 

etadda7J¢iidhikara7Jacaitriinuyogikatvasya, gul}akarmiinyatvavi§i~(asattiisamaviiye ca jiityadhikar
myagu7Jiinuyogikatvasya virahiin niitiprasangah. 

11) For the Sanskrit source, see note 7. 
12) A positive entity is one other than a negetive entity, i.e., absence. Since the categories are seven, 

a positive entity is of six kinds. For the seven categories, see note 8. 
13) }iiiiniidhikaral}iitma. [ Tarkasaf(lgaraha: 12, 11] Knowledge is a quality, and a quality resides in a 

substance through inherence. (riiparasagandhasparsa-saf(lkhyiiparimiinaprt;haktvasaf(lyoga-
vibhiigaparatviiparatvagurutvadravatvasnehasabdabuddhisukhadu~khecchiidve~aprayatna

dharmiidharmasaf(lskiiras caturvif(lsatigul}iil}. [ Tarkasaf(lgraha: 5, 9-11] Navya-nyiiya holds that 
the relation of inherence exists between two entities in five cases only: (1) a part and its whole, 
(2) a quality and a substance, (3) action and a substance, (4) a generic property and a 
manifested entity [i.e., a substance, a quality, or action], and (5) a particular and an eternal 
substance [i.e., an atom, space, time, direction, soul, or mind]. (niyasaf!Lbandhal} samaviiyal}. 
ayutasiddhavrtti~z. yayor dvayor madhya ekam avinasyad apariisritam eviivati~(hate tiiv ayutaid
dhau. yathiivayavavayavinau gu7Jaguninau kriyiikriyiivantau jiitivyakt! vise~·anityadravye ceti. 
[ Tarkasaf(lgraha: 61, 18-20]) 

14) itthaii ca idaf!l dravyaf!l gul}akarmiinyatve sati sattviid ityiidau sattviidyadhikaral}agul}iidini~
thiityantiibhiivapratiyogitve 'pi dravyatvader niitivyiiptil}. siidhanasya visi~(asattiider gul}adiiv 
avrtte~. [TCD: 314, 5-7] 

15) For the Sanskrit source, see note 7. 
16) For the Sanskrit source, see note 7. 
17) For the Sanskrit source, see note 10. 
18) Prthivyiidiniif(l paiiciiniim api bhiitatvendriyaprakrtitvabiihyaikaikendriyagriihyavise~agul}avatt

viini. [Prasastapiidabhii~ya: 22, 22-23] 

19) riiparasagandhasparsaparatviiparatvagurutvadravatvasnehavegii miirtagu7Jii~. [Prasastapada-
bhii~ya: 95, 3-4] tatha hi rupaspar5aparatviiparatvavegiil} Prthivyiidi~u tri~u viiyau riipavar}af(l 
riipasparsavajraf(l manasi rasagurutve Prthivyudakayo~ dravatvaf(l Prthivyudakatejassu sne
hombhasi gandhal} Prthivyiim. [Nyiiyakandali: 95, 6-8] 

20) For the concept of la~al}a, see note 2. 
21) There are two kinds of the dissolution of the universe (pralaya): intermediate dissolution and 

final dissolution (mahapralaya). The Tarkadipikii (p. 10, 9-10) defines intermediate dissolution 
as the destruction of all produced substances (sarvakiiryadravyadhvaf!LSO 'vantarapralayal}) and 
final dissolution as the destruction of all produced positive entities (sarvabhiivakiiryadhvaf!LSO 
mahiipralayal}). 

22) ... lata!} pravibhaktiil} paramiil}avovati~(hante dharmiidharmasaf(lskiiriinuviddhii iitmiinas tiivan-
tam eva kiilam. [Prasastapiidabhii~ya: 48, 17-19] 

23) To understand that a generic property is eternal, see note 7. 
24) For the Sanskrit source, see note 22. 
25) The purpose to assume the vibration of atoms in intermediate dissolution is to mark the duara

tion of the dissolution. The vibration is supposed to be produced by violent shaking or impact 
which leads products to dissolution. [BHADURI 1947: 146-147] It is explained in the Nyiiyasid
dhiintamuktiivali (p. 152, 2-4) how time is marked by action. 

26) [GOEKOOP 1961: 116-119] 

27) na ca yo yadiyayaviidvise~ii bhiivaviin sa tatsiimiinyiibhiivaviin iti vyiipter yiivatsaf(lyogiibhiivii eva 
miinam. yattadarthayor ananugamiid ekiivacchedena tadiyayiivadvise~iibhavavattvasyopadhitviic 
ca. [ TCD: 319, 14-16] 

28) See [KITAGAWA 1965]. 
29) For the Sanskrit source, see note 27. 
30) For the concept of pervader, see note 2. 
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31) siidhyavyiipakatve sati siidhaniivyapaka upiidhify_. [ Tarkasartlgraha: 46, 20] 
32) The system of Navya-nyiiya accepts the view of Kiityiiyana (ca. 300-200 B.C.), who wrote the 

Varttika on PiiD-ini's A~tiidhyiiyi, that x-vattva is x. If 'x' is substituted by 'tadzyayiivadvise~iibha
va', tadiyayiivadvi;'esiibhiivavattva is equated to tadiyayiivadvise~iibhiiva. 

The Viirttika on the A~tiidhyiiyi 5.1.119 reads: it is concluded that the suffixes 'tva' and 'tal 
(i.e., 'ta') are employed to express a quality of a substance denoted by a word which is used to 
express the substance as what possesses the quality (siddhartZ tu yasya gul}asya bhiiviid dravye 
sabdaniveias tadabhidhiine tvatalau.) It seems that the philosophico-logical tradition in India 
framed a general rule based upon this statement of Kiityiiyana, according to which the suffix 
'tva' or 'tal' expresses a qualifier when added to a stem expressive of its qualificand. See [MATIL

AL 1971: 101]. The above equivalence of 'x-vattva' to 'x is also referred to by [GOEKOOP 1961: 
136] [MUKHERJEA 1976: 49]. 

33) The opponent states: yat tu idartl sartlyogi dravyatviid ity atra avyiiptiviiral}iiya tat sartlyogasya 
siikhiivacchedena vrtter vrk~atviicchedena tatsiimiinyiibhavavrttav avirodhiit. [TCD: 317, 24-26] 

34) tathii hi tiidiitmyena sambadhena dhuma~atafy_ sambandhini mahiinase vartamiino yo 'nyonyiibhii
vas tasya tiidiitmyasambandhiivacchinnii yii jJratiyogitii tadanavacchedakavahnimattviivacchin
nasya vahnimatas tiidiitmyena sambandhini mahiinase dhumavatas tiidiitmyena sambandhitvam. 

35) sartZkhyiidayo '~tau naimittikadravatvavegasthitisthiipakiify_ siimiinyagul}iil}-. anye rupiidayo vise~a
gw;iify_. [ Tarkadipikii: 59,19-60,1] A special quality is defined as 'that which does not occur in an 
entity coexistent with a couple of entities which function as the principles of division for subst
ances, which does not occur in a substance and a quality, and which has a generic property 
( dravyavi bhiijakopiidhidvayasamiiniidhikaral}avrttidravyakarmavrttijatimattvartl vise~agul}at
vam. [ Tarkadipikii: 60, 1-2]) 

36) A substance is of nine kinds: earth, water, fire, wind, space, time, direction, soul, and mind (tatra 
dravyiini PrthivyaptejoviiyviikasiikiiladigiitmamaniirtZsi navaiva. [ Tarkasartlgraha: 3, 16] 

37) Raghuniitha deals with a sirp.sapii tree and a tree as two relata of the relation of vyiipti and not 
as the probans and the probandum of valid inference. (ittham eva ca tiidiitmyiid vr~asirtZsapiiyor 
vyiiptiniscaya iti sartlgacchate.) 

38) When Raghuniitha refers to the vyiipti between a sirp.sapii tree and a tree, he seems to bear in 
mind Dharmakirti's example of vyapti: vrkso 'yartl sirtZiapatviit [Nyayabindu: 24, 1]. 

39) [GOEKOOP 1961: 116-119] 
40) eteniiyartl sartlyogasiimiinyiibhiivaviin sartlyogayiivadvise~iibhiivavattviid ity pariistam, vyartha-

vise~al}atviid aprayojakatviin nirgul}atviider upiidhitviic ca. [ TCD: 319, 16-18] 
41) For the Sanskrit source, see note 40. 
42) For the Sanskrit expression, see note 31. For the pervader, see note 2. 
43) For the Sanskrit source, see note 33. 
44) For the Sanskrit source, see note 7. 
45) visi~tasya 'natiriktatviit. samaviiyena jiitefy_ siidhyatve meyatviidiiv atiprasangiit. jatimanni~·thiibhii

vapratiyogitiiyii jatitvena 'navacchediit, jiitisunye ca tadrsasambandhena vrtter aprasiddhefy_. 
sartlyogiidisiidhyakagul}akarmiinyatviidau ca 'tivyiiptify_. adravye hetumati tadrsasambandhena 
vrtter aprasiddher dravye ca Sartlyogiider api vrttefy_. [ TCD: 354,31-355,3] 

46) The categories are seven only. See note 8. 
47) For the Sanskrit expression from which inference (27) is reconstructed, see note 45. 
48) For the condition of inherence, see note 13. 
49) I owe my understanding of 'analytic' to [HosPERS 1967: 162]. [QUINE 1962] casts a doubt about 

the fundamental cleavage between 'analytic' and 'synthetic'. 

1 ) Primary Sources 
A~?iidhyiiyi. 

See Vaiyiikaral}amahiibhii~ya. 
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